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A GENERAL CONCEPT OF THE PSEUDOPROJECTIVE MODULE 
LADISLAV BICAN, JOSEF JIRASKO, Praha 
(Received June 1, 1982) 
This paper can be viewed as a continuation of our investigations [9] and is devoted 
to some dual questions. Here we shall introduce a general type (in a certain sense) 
of the pseudoprojective module. For a characterization of such modules it is necessary 
to investigate some types of generalized hereditary and cohereditary preradicals. The 
basic properties of such preradicals are studied in Sec. 2. The main results are pre­
sented in Sec. 3 where we deal with various types of ^-pseudoprojective modules 
and with the modules pseudoprojective with respect to a pair of preradicals. We give 
several characterizations of these modules in the general case as well as in the case 
when the existence of projective covers must be assumed. In the last section some 
results concerning Morita equivalent rings and generalized pseudoprojective modules 
are presented without proofs. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In what follows R stands for an associative ring with identity. By the word "mod­
ule" we shall always mean a unitary left Я-module, unless specified otherwise. The 
category of all modules is denoted by i^-mod. A module M is called cofaithful if 
every injective module is a homomorphic image of some direct copower M ^̂^ of M. 
An exact sequence 0—>K-^P-^M-^0 with P projective is said to be a projective 
presentation of M and is called a projective cover of M if iC is small in P, i.e. if 
К + L = P, L a submodule of P, implies L = P. A ring R is said to be left perfect 
if every module possesses a pi:ojective cover. If ^ is any non-empty class of modules 
then e{a) is the class of all epimorphic images of modules from ^ and m(^.) is the 
class of all modules which can be embedded in some module from A. 
A preradical r (for P-mod) is a subfunctor of the identity functor, i.e., r assigns 
to each module M its submodule г[М) in such a way that every homomorphism 
M -> N induces a homomorphism r[M) -^ r[N) by restriction. The identity functor 
denoted by id and the functor zer, zer (М) = 0 for each M e P-mod, are preradicals. 
It r, s are preradicals and r{M) ç s{M) for every M e P-mod then we shall write 
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г ^ s. For а preradical г, а module M is said to be r-torsion (r-torsionfree) if r[M) = M 
{r(M) = Oj. We denote by ^^{^^ the class of all r-torsion (r-torsionfreej modules. 
A preradical r is said to be 
— idem-potent if r[M) e ^^ for every M e jR-mod; 
— a radical if MJr^M) E ^^ for every M G i^-mod; 
— hereditary if r(iVj = N n r(^M) for every M e Я-mod and every submodule Л̂  
of M; 
— cohereditary if r[MlN) = (r[M) + N)lN for every M G i?-mod and every sub-
module A'̂  of M; 
— superhereditary if it is hereditary and ^^ is closed under direct products; 
— costable if r(M) is a direct summand in M for every projective module M. 
For a preradical г and a module M let r[M) = ^ Л and r(M) = C\B, where Л 
runs through all the r-torsion submodules of M and В runs through all the sub-
modules of M with MJB e J^^. Then r is the largest idempotent preradical contained 
in r and r is the least radical containing r. For every M G Я-mod put ch[r) [M) = 
= r{R) M. Then ch{r) is the largest cohereditary radical contained in r. 
If [ri I / G / } is a family of preradicals then the preradical ^ r,- is defined by the 
iel 
formula ( ^ r^) (M) = ^ r^(Mj for each M G i^-mod. If гг̂  is a non-empty class of 
ш1 iel 
modules then the idempotent preradical p^ (radical p"") is defined for each M e i^-mod 
by PX^) = E l ï ^ / ' / ^ Н о т Д Л , M), Л G г̂  (р"(М) = П Кег/ , / G Нот;^(М, Ä), 
А G /?̂ ). For preradicals r, 5 we define a preradical r < 5 by (r <з s) {M)]r{M) = 
= s{M]r{M)) for every M G Ä-mod. 
Recall the definitions of some special preradicals. For every module M, SOC(M) 
is the sum of all simple submodules of M (the socle), Y[M) = Ç\N, where N runs 
through all the submodules of M such that MJN is cocyclic and small in the injective 
hull E{M\N) of M\N. 
If r is a preradical and N is SL submodule of a module M then we define C^^N : M) 
by C,{N : M)/iV = r{M]N). A submodule N of M is said to be (r, l)-codense in M 
if there is an epimorphism g : D -^ M such that ^'(^(ö'~ H^))) = ^' ^̂  is called (r, 2)-
codense in M if iV G J^^ and it is called (r, 3)-codense in M if r(M) n N = 0. These 
situations are denoted by iV Ç *̂"''̂  M, / = 1, 2, 3. 
If /I is a non-empty class of modules then a m.odule M is called -0^-projective if it 
is projective with respect to all epimorphisms В -> С with Б G г̂ . If r is a cohereditary 
radical then a module M is called r-projective if it is projective with respect to all 
epimorphisms f : В -^ С with Ker /G J^^. 
For further details we refer to [8]. 
Throughout the whole paper, unless specified otherwise, ^̂  is a non-empty class 
of modules and r is an idempotent cohereditary radical. 
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2. SOME SPECIAL PRERADICALS 
Definition 1. A preradical t is called (r, ^)-dcohereditary if t^BJA) = {t(B) + Ä)JA 
whenever В e ^, A ^ В and r(A) = 0. If r = zer then we shall say that t is гг̂ -
dcohereditary. 
Proposition 1. The sum ^ ti of [r, ^ydcohereditary preradicals ti, i EI, is (r, ^У 
dcohereditary. '^^ 
Proof. If Б e a., A ^ В and r{A} = 0 then ( ^ ti) (BJA) = ^ ^(^Mj = Z (^C^) + 
iel 
Proposition 2. л preradical t is ^-dcohereditary iff for every BE^ and t{B) ^ 
Ç v4 Ç JB we have BjA E J^^. 
Proof. If t is ^-dcohereditary then t{BIA) = {t{B) + Л;/Л = 0. If the condition 
is satisfied and BE^, A ^ B, then t{BJ{t{B) + ^j) = 0 and so (Г(Б/Л) + (г(Б) + 
+ A)lA)l{t{B) + Л)/Л ç t{BlAl{t{B) + Л)/Л) = О gives г(Б/Л) ç (^(Б) 4- AjjA ^ 
^ tiBJA). 
Proposition 3. А preradical t is a-dcohereditary iff BJt{B) E ^ ^ for every BE^ 
and BJA E ̂ t whenever В E e[^) n ^^ and A Ç B. 
Proof follows immediately from Proposition 2. 
Proposition 4. Let t be an idempotent preradical. Then t{B]t{B)) = 0 for every 
В E m{^a) iff for every exact sequence О ^ Л - > Б - > С - > 0 with BE m{^y and 
A, С E ̂ t we have В E ^^. 
Proof. Let 0 -> У4 -̂ -̂  Б -^ С -> 0 be an exact sequence with Б e т{а.) and A,CE 
E ^ j . Then A = t[Ä) я t{B) and so Bjt{B) is a homomorphic image of С ^ BJA. 
Thus Blt{B) 6 ^ , n ^ , = 0 and Б = t{B} E ^,. Conversely, let t{Blt{B)) = Х/г(Б), 
X ^ В, BE m(^). Then in the exact sequence 0 -^ t{B) -> X -^ Xlt(B) -^ 0 we have 
X e ^ , by hypothesis so that X Ç /(Б) and t{Blt{B)) = 0. 
Proposition 5. L^r ? be a preradical. Then 
(i) / / t is (r, m{-a'j)'dcohereditary then for every QE 3^^ and every r-projective 
presentation 0 -^ К -^ P'-> Q-^ 0 with r{K) = 0 we have К + C^(Ker/ : P) = 
= P for each f:P-^M,ME^; 
(li) / / t is idempotent and every Q E ̂ ^ has an r-projective presentation 0 -> К -> 
-^ P -> Ö -> 0 with r{K) = 0 such that К + C,(Ker/ : P) = P for each 
f : P -^ M, M E -a^, then t is (r, m(^)ydcohereditary. 
Proof, (i) Let 0 - > X - > P ~ > ß - > O b e a n arbitrary r-projective presentation of 
QE^, with r{K) = 0. If/ :P -^ M,ME^., then P / K e r / e m(^,j and {K + K e r / ) / 
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/ K e r / ^ KjK n Ker /G #"„ г being cohereditary. Now P/(K + K e r / ) is Morsion 
as a homomorphic image oï PJK = g, so that the hypothesis gives P/(iC + K e r / ) ^ 
^ PjKcrfKK + K e r / ) / K e r / = (r(P/Ker/) + (X + Ker / j /Ker / ) / (X + 
+ K e r / ) / K e r / and consequently С^(Кег/ : P) + К = P, 
(ii) Assume that f is idempotent and let В e т(ч^), Ä ^ В and r(yl) = 0. By hypo­
thesis, the module t{BlA) G ̂ ^ has an r-projective presentation 0 -^ К -^ P -^^ 
-^^ tiBJA) -^ 0 with r(K) = 0 and so we have the following commutative diagram 
0 ^ к > P — ^ t(b/A)—^o 
" i . II 
0 >A -^C,(A:B)^ t(ß/A) —^0 
with exact rows and n the natural projection. Now h induces h : Р/Кег/i -> С^(Л : 
: J5) ç Б in the natural way and hence /z(C,(Ker h : P)) = й(С,(Кег /г : Р)/Кег h) = 
= й(^(Р/Кег h)) я t{B) together with the hypothesis P = К + C,(Ker h : P) yields 
r(P/v4) = g{P) = 7г/г(С,(Кег /i : Pj) ^ 7i(r(B)) = {t{B) + A)]A ^ г(Р/Л). 
Definition 2. For a preradical t and Л G P-mod put dh^[t) (A) = f) {С^(Кег/ : A) | 
\f : A -^ M; M E a]. 
Definition 3. A preradical t is said to be ^-dhereditary if [p"" <i t) [A) = С^[р''(А) : 
: A) = dh^[t) (A) for every module A. 
Proposition 6. Let t be a preradical Then 
(i) dh^[t) is a preradical; 
(ii) p'' <t й dh^{ty, 
(iii) dh^[t) (л) = t[A) for each A e m{u)\ 
(iv) dhXdhXt)) = dhXt); 
(v) dh^{t} = p" <] dh^{t); 
(vi) dh^{t) is ^.-dhereditary; 
(vii) z/ 5 /s ßn -a^-dhereditary preradical with t ^ s then dh^j^t) ^ p"" < s. 
Proof, (i) Let g : A -> B, f : В -^ M bQ arbitrary homomorphisms, M e ^. Denote 
K e r / = L/, g~\V) = Z , C^U : B) = K, C,(X : Л) = У. Since g{X) ^ U, g induces 
^ : AjX --> P/t/ in the natural way and so {g{Y) + U)jU = giYjX) = g{t{AIX)} ç 
Ç t(BlU) = VjU which proves that 6^(C,(öf"'(Ker/) : A)) ç C,(Ker / : P). Now 
g{dhXt) {АУ) ^ g{C\ {C,(Ker/^ : Л) | / : P -> M; M e ^]) ^ C\ {g{Clg-\K^vf) : 
: Л)) | / : P -^ M; M G ^} Ç n {Q(Ker / : B)\f : В-^ M\ M e л] = dh^t) (P). 
(ii) For every module A we have {p"" < t) {A) = C,(p"(/1) : A) = С,((П { K e r / 1 / : 
:A^M;Me^}):A) я П { Q ( K e r / : Л) [ / : Л-> M; M G 4 = ^^ДО (^)-
(iiij If Л G ш(г^) then there is a monomorphism ö' : ̂  -^ M', M' e л, and so t(A) Я 
Ç (p- <i 0 (A) Ç ^/гДО (Л) = n {C,(Ker / :A)\f:A-^M; МЕЛ} ^ C,(0 : A) = 
= <^). 
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(iv) By (iii), dh^{t) (Л/Кег/) = г(Л/Кег/) for each f : A-^ M, M e ^, and so 
dK{dK{t)) [A) = n {Q,^(,)(Ker / : A)\f : A-^ M; M E ̂ } = f] {C,(Ker/ :A)\f: 
: A -^ M; M e ^ù} = dh^(t) [A) for every A E jR-mod. 
(v) By (ii) and (iv) we have dh^{t) ^ p" < dh^t) й dh^{dh^{t)) = dh^{t). 
(vi) By (vj and (iv) we have p^ < dh^[t) = dhj^t) = dh^^d^À^))-
(vii) For each A e .R-mod we have dh^t) (A) = П {<^t(Ker/ : Л) | / : Л -> M; 
ME^} ^ 0 {C,(Ker/ : v4) I / : Л -> M; M G ^} = dhXs) (A) = (p" <] s) (A), s being 
г//' •dhereditary. 
Corollary 1. dh^[t) is the least ^-dhereditary preradical s containing t and satis­
fying p" <3 5 = 5. 
Proposition 7. Every superhereditary preradical t is ^-dhereditary. 
Proof. Let A be an arbitrary module and a E dhj^t) {A) = f] {^'^(Ker/ : A)\f : 
:A^M; ME^}. Then a G C , (Ker / : Л), i.e. a + Ker /G г(Л/Кег/) for every 
f : A -^ M, M E ^. Since t is superhereditary, there is an ideal I of R such that 
t{B) = {ЬЕВ\ lb = 0} for each В E R-mod [8; 1.2. E4]. Thus la Ç K e r / for each 
/:А-^М,МЕЩ i.e. la Ç p"{A), so a + p"{A) E ^(Л/р"(Л); and a E Ct{p"{A) : A), 
We have proved that dh^{t) (A) ^ С^{р''(А) : A) and Proposition 6(ii) completes 
the proof. 
Proposition 8. / / dh^{t) is a cohereditary radical then the preradical t is >co-
dcohereditary. 
Proof. Let BE^ and t{B) ^ A я B. Then t{B) = dh^{t){B) by Proposition 
6'(iii) so that Proposition 6(ii) and the hypothesis gives t(BlA) Ç dh^[t) (BJA) = 0, 
and it suffices to use Proposition 2. 
Proposition 9. / / ^ is closed under direct products then every preradical t is -a-
dhereditary. 
Proof. For a module A let g be the composition of natural homomorphisms A -^ 
-> A\p\A) - - П {^/Ker/1/ : Л -> M; M G ^} - - П {^f \f'• Л-^ M; Mf = M E 
E ̂ }. Since by the hypothesis the last module lies in ^i and Ker g = p''{A), we have 
dh^(t) (A) ^ C^(Ker g : A) =^ {p"" < t) {Ä) and Proposition 6(ii) completes the proof. 
Definition 4, For a preradical t and Л G Я-mod put dch(^^^^^[t)(A) = t(A) n 
n ( n { é f ( Q ( K e r / : P ) ) | / : P - ^ M ; M E ̂ }), where 0-^K-^P-^'A-^O is an 
r-projective presentation of A with г(К) = 0. For r = zer we shall write briefly 
dch^{ty 
Proposition 10. / / 1 is a preradical then 
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(i) dch(^^^^^(t) is a preradical. In particular, dfc/i(̂  ,,)(r) (Л) does not depend on the 
particular choice of an r-projective presentation of Ä; 
(ii) dch^.^^lt) й t; 
(iii) (ic/Z(̂ ^ )̂(t) (л) = t[Ä) for every r-projective module A; 
(iv) if и is an (r, m{^)ydcohereditary preradical with и S t ^hen и ^ dch^^^^J^t), 
Proof, (i) If /z : Л ~> Б is a homomorphism then we have the commutative diagram 
0 ,. /< ^ p, — i i - ^ A •• i) 
0 »̂  K, ^ P, -^ ß > 0 
the rows of which are r-projective presentations of the respective modules with 
r(Ki) = r^Kj) = 0. Using the induced maps for suitable factors (similarly as in the 
proof of 6(i)) one can easily check that /iö'i(C,(/c"^(Ker/) : P J ) ç g2{C,{KQrf : P2)) 
for every / : P2 -> M, M e ^ , and consequently h{dchç^^^){t) {A)) ^ /i(f(^) n 
n ( n {^i(Q(Ker Д : P J ) | / : P^ -^ M, M G ̂ })) ^ <Б) n (П {/zöfi(C,(/^-XKer/) : 
: Pi)) j / : P2-> M; M e ^}) ç dch^^ ^^{t){B). The special case follows by setting 
/I = 1 ^ . 
(ii) Obvious. 
(iii) In Definition 4 we can take P = A and g = 1^. Then г(Л) ^ С^(Кег/ : A) 
for each / : Л -> M, M G ̂ ,̂ yields dch^r,ab) И ) = <^) ^л (П {б^(С,(Кег/ : / ) ) | / : 
:A-^M\MEa])=^ t{A). 
(iv) Let A G P-mod be arbitrary and let 0 -^ X -> P ~^̂  Л -> 0 be an r-projective 
presentation of A with г{К) = 0. Then {K + K e r / ) / K e r / ^ X/X n K e r / G J ^ , 
for each f : P -^ M, M e ^, r being cohereditary. Now м is (r, m(^))-dcohereditary, 
so that P/Ker/G m(^) yields C„((K + Ke r / ) : P)/(X + Ke r / ) = w(P/(K + 
4- Ker / ) ) ^ м(Р/Кег//(Х + Ke r / ) /Ke r / ) = (w(P/Ker/) + 
+ (K + Ker / ) /Ker / ) / (X + K e r / ) / K e r / ^ (C„(Ker/ : P) + K)/(X + Ker / ) . Con­
sequently u{A) = g{ClK : P)) ^ ^(C„((i^ + K e r / ) : P)) == ̂ ( Q ( K e r / : P) + K) ^ 
Ç ^(C,(Ker/ : P)) and hence u{A) ^ t{A) n (П {ôf(C,(Ker/ : P)) | / : P -^ M; Me 
G ^}) = dch^^^^^if) {A), 
Proposition 11. / / R is left perfect then dch(^j.^^){t) is the largest (r, m{42^))-dcohere-
ditary idempotent preradical contained in t. 
Proof. If w ^ Ms an arbitrary (r, m(45^))-dcohereditary idempotent preradical 
then и ^ dch^^^^^t) S t by Proposition lO(iv) and (ii) and it remains to show that 
^^^(г,г^)(0 ^̂  (^' m(^^))-dcohereditary. Let g be a Jc/Z(̂  ,,)-torsion module and let 
Q^j;;^_^p^9Q^Q \yQ an r-projective cover of Q. Then necessarily г(К) = 0 
and б = t{Q) n ( n {6f(C,(Ker h : P))\ h : P -^ M; M G ̂ }) shows that о^(С,(Кег h : 
: P)) = ß , hence К + С,(Кег /i : Р) = Р and consequently С,(Кег h : Р) = Р for 
every h : P -^ M, M е ^, К being small in P. 
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Let M G г̂  a n d / : p -> M be arbitrary. Then 0 -> Ker / / r (Ker / ) -> P/ r (Ker / ) -^" 
-->'' PJKQY/ -> 0 is an r-projective presentation of P/Ker /wi th r(Ker/ / r (Ker/)) = 0 
and so Jc/i(,,^)(0 (P/Ker / ) == <P/Ker / ) n (П (KC,(Ker h : P/r(Ker/))) | h : 
: P/ r (Ker/ ) -> M; M G /̂ r}). However, denoting by h the composed map of Гг and 
the canonical projection P -> P/r(Ker/) we have Ker /i/r(Ker/) = Ker /i and so 
C^Ker Й : P/r(Ker/))/Ker h = r(P/r(Ker/)/Ker /z/r(Ker/)) ^ ^(P/Ker /i) = 
= C,(Ker h : P)/Ker h ^ C,(Ker /г : P)/r(Ker/)/Ker h, which together with the 
above part yields i;(C,(Ker h : Р/г(Кег/))) = C^Ker h : Р ) /Кег / = P / K e r / Hence 
^ + Q~,;,^;;;;^(Ker/:P)==X + Q^^^^^ and ^ ; : ; : ; ( 0 is {г,т{^)У 
dco he re diary by Proposition 5. 
3. GENERALIZED PSEUDOPROJECTIVE MODULES 
Definition 5. A module Q is called (r, ^^^ypseudoprojective if p^Q} is (r, w(^))-
dcohereditary, and is called c(r, ^)-pseudoprojective ^^ P{Q) is (r, m(^))-dcohereditary. 
For г = zer we shall use the term /?^-psuedoprojective and сг^-pseudodoprojective. 
Lemma 1. Let t be a preradicah Then the class ^ oj all modules N having an 
r-projective presentation 0 - > K ^ - ^ P - > i V - - > 0 with r{K) = 0 and К + С^(Кег/ : 
:P) ^ P for each f:P-^M,M e <7/, is closed under direct sums, homomorphic 
images and extensions of r-torsionfree modules. 
Proof. Let Ni G J*, i el, and let 0 -^ X̂ - -> P^ -^ iV̂  -> 0 be an r-projective pre­
sentation of AT̂  with r(Ki) = 0 and K^ + C,(Ker/, : P,) = P^ for each/^ :Р^-^ M, 
M G /г. Then О -> ^®Kj -> Y^®Pi -^ YJ®NI -> 0 is obviously an r-projective présenta-
is/ iel iel 
tion of YJ®NI with r( X®^i) = ^- If ^j ' ^j "^ Z®^i ^̂  ^^^ canonical embedding 
iel iel iel 
then obviously ^® Ker/a,- Ç K e r / for every / : Yj^Pi -^ M, M e -a, and by hypo-
iel iel 
thesis X, + C,(Ker/a,: : P,) = P,- for each / G / . Further, X®^t(Ker/a^ : P J / 
/ X® Ker/a , ^ X®Cr(Ker/a, : P^/Ker /a , = X®<P,/Ker/a,) = ' 
Л ( i:®(P,/Ker/aO) - < I®P , / Z® Ker/a,) ^= C,( X® Ker/a,- : 
iel iel iel iel 
: 1®P,)I jy Ker /a ; gives Y®K, + C.(Ker/ : S ® P 0 3 If^K, + C,{ g® Ker /a , : 
. gep^.) = ' ^ e (̂ ^̂  + C,(Ker/a, : P,.)) = Y^®P, and I^jv'^e ^ . 
ieJ iel iel iel 
Now Ы N E ̂ , X ^ N and let 0 -> X -^ P ->^ iV -> 0 be an r-projective presenta­
tion of N with r(X) = 0 and X -b C,(Ker/ : P) = P for each f:P~>M, M e ^. 
If we denote L = g~\X) then it is easy to see that 0 -> Llr{L) ~> P/r(L) -> NjX -> 0 
is an r-projective presentation of NjX with r(Llr(^L)) = 0. Now let / : P\r{p) -> M, 
M G ̂ , be arbitrary and let / be / composed with the natural projection P -> PJr^L), 
Then C,(Ker/ : PJr{L))]KQV J = t{Plr{L)lKQTflr{L)) ^ <P /Ker / ) = 
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= C,(Ker/ : P) /Ker / ^ C,(Ker/ : P)/r(L)/Ker/gives L/r(L) + C,(Ker/ : Plr{L)) = 
= {L+ C,(Ker/ : P))lr{L) = Plr{L) and NjX e ^. 
Finally assume that r is idempotent and consider the following commutative 
diagram 
К -^ ^ N - ^ ^ > L 
1 ! I 
1 l>'' i 
A - ^ — ^ - • С >0 
where A, С e ^ n ^^ and the left and right columns are the corresponding r-
projective presentations. Further, pk = h, g is induced by // and k, N = Ker g and 
obviously pkn = pg. Moreover, n{r(N)) ç r[L) = 0, hence r(N) ^ К and so r(N) = 
= 0, r being idempotent. Now let / : P © g -> M, M e ^, be arbitrary, and let 
a : Q -̂ -̂  P © Q be the canonical embedding. Obviously, C^(Ker/^ : P) ^ C^(Ker/ : 
: P © 6) and so P = X + C,(Ker/t : P) ç TV + C,(Ker/ : P © ß)- Now for x G L 
we have pk{x) = h(x) = 0 and so /c(x) == //(y) for some y e P. Hence g{x — y) = 0 
and thus L ^ TV + P. But then Q = L+ C,(Ker/a : Q) ç N + С,(Кег/ : P © ô) 
as desired. 
Theorem 1. The following assertions are equivalent for a module Q: 
(i) Q is (r, ^ypseudoprojective', 
(ii) z/ 0 -> К -^ P ^ б -> 0 f5 any r-projective presentation of Q with г(К) = 0 
then К + C^^^j(Ker/ : P) = P / o r a / / / :P-> M,Me^; 
(iii) r/zere is an r-projective presentation 0 - > K - > P - > ß - - > O o / Q w/f/г r(X) = 0 
such that К + С^^^^(Кег/ : P) = P for all f : P -^ M, M e ^; 
(iv) for every epimorphisms h : В -^ A, p : A -> С with В e a and r(Ker h) ~ 0 
and for every homomorphism f : Q -^ A with p / Ф 0 there are homomorphisms 
k : Q -^ ö / K e r / and g : Q -^ В such that phg Ф О and hg = fk where f : 
: ß / K e r / -^ A is induced by f in the natural way; 
(v) for every epimorphisms h : В -^ A, p : A -^ С with В e m{^) and r(Kei h) = 0 
and for every homomorphism f : Q -> A with J»/ Ф 0 there is a homo­
morphism g : Q -^ В such that phg ф 0. 
If r = zer then the above conditions are equivalent to: 
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(vi) for every exact sequence 0 - ^ Л - > 5 - > С - > 0 with В e m{a) and A, С e ^'p^Q^ 
we have В e ^p^^^ and for A ^B, В e e(m{^)) with Hom^ {Q, B) = 0 we have 
Hom^ (Ô, BjA) = 0. 
/ / the module Q has an r-projective cover 0 - ^ i C - > P - > ß - > Ö then the con-
ditions (i) —(v) are equivalent to the following ones: 
(vii) jr?^Qj(P/Ker/j = PjKQTffor every f:P-^M,Me^, 
(viii) for every f : P -> M, M e ̂ , the factor-module PJKerf is a homomorphic 
image of some direct copower of Q; 
(ix)dh^{p,Q,){P) = P; 
(xj dhJ^p^Q^) = dhXP{P))\ 
(xi) P{Q){X) = P[P){X) for each X e m{u)\ 
(xii) for every X e m{-a) with P{P}{X) = X we have P{Q}{X) = X. 
If, moreover, r = zer then the conditions (i) —(xii) are equivalent to: 
(xiii) for every exact sequence 0 - ^ Л - > Б - » С - > 0 with В e m(^.) and A, С e 
e «^pjQj we have В e ^p^^^ and for each X e e{m(^)), Hom^j(ß, X) = 0 iff 
Hom^(P, X) = 0. 
Proof, (i) => (iij. By Proposition 5. (ii) => (iiij. Obvious, (iii) => (iv). Let h : В -^ A 
and p : A -> С be epimorphisms with В e ̂  and r(Ker /i) = 0 and let / : ß -> Л 
be a homomorphism with pf Ф 0. By (iii), ß has an r-projective presentation 0 -> 
- > X - > P - > « ß - > 0 with r{K) = 0 and К + C ,̂̂ ^ (̂Ker a : P) = P for every a : P-^ 
-^ M, M e ̂ , and we can consider the following commutative diagram where / = Jo-
exists by the r-projectivity of P: 
Ker i-^Ker f 
t t 
P /Kerl^a/Kerf 
0 --^Kerh -»—^ ß - ^ A — ^ C 
Now if pfqt = 0 for every t : Q-^ P/Ker / then 0 = pfq{p^Q^{PlKer I)) = 
= РЙ(^(Ср^^^{Кег I : P)) = pfnq{K + C,^^^(Ker /_: P)) = pf{Q) ф 0, whichis acon~ 
tradiction. Hence there is Г : ß -> P/Ker / with pfqt Ф 0 and we can set к == qt and 
g = lt. Then hg = hit = fqt = fk and phg — ph'lt ~ pfqt ф 0 as desired, 
(iv) => (v). Without loss of generality we can suppose that A = BJK, С = Б/L, 
К ^ L, r(K) = 0 and consider the following commutative diagram with D e ̂  and 
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m : Б -> D an embedding: 
Q - Л Q /Ker f 
ß — ^ ß'/K —^^ß/L 
D - L ^ D/K - ^ D / / . 
The homomorphisms k, g with /^ = if к and qlg ф 0 exist by the hypothesis since 
^/J = jpf Ф 0. The left bottom square is 1 pullback and so there is g with mg = g 
and hg = Д . Henceforth, jp/i^^ = qlmg = qlg =^ 0 and so phg Ф 0. 
(vj => (ii). Let 0 -^ X -^ P -> Q -^ 0 be an r-projective presentation of Q with 
r{K) = 0 and suppose that for some к : P -^ M, Me a,, we have К + 
-Ь Cp^^j(Ker к : P) Ф P. Then for the natural epimorphisms 
P/K = Q 
P / K e r к - ^ - P/f /<+ Ker kj - ^ P /fK ^ Cp^jKer k: P)) 
we have p / ф 0, P/Ker Ä: e т(г^) and r(Ker h) = r{{K + Ker /c)/Ker /c) ^ r(X/X n 
n Ker /c) = 0, r being cohereditary. Hence by (v) there is a homomorphism g : PjK -> 
-> P/Ker к such that /J/IÖ' ф 0. However, Im g ç ]7|Qj(P/Ker /с) == Ср^^^(Кег /с : 
: Р)/Кег /с and so ph(lm g) = О, which is a contradiction. 
(iij) => (i). Let ^ be the class of all modules N having an r-projective presentation 
0-^K-> P-^N -^0 with r(K) = 0 and X + C^,^^^(Ker/ : P) = P for e a c h / : P -> 
-^ M, M E ̂ . Since ß e J* by the hypothesis, Lemma 1 gives ^^p^ ĵ ^ ^ and it 
suffices to use Proposition 5. 
(ij <:̂  (vi). It follows easily from Propositions 3 and 4. 
(ii) => (vii), (viij => (iii), (viij => (viii), (xi) => (xii). Obvious. 
(viii) ^ (ix). We have dh^Pm) (П = П{С,^^^(Кег/ : P) | / : P -> M; M G .̂ .} = P 
by hypothesis. 
(ixj => (xj. Obviously ]7{g} ^ ]7|р| and ĵ ^pj ^ dh^p^Q^) by hypothesis. Hence Propo­
sition 6(iv) gives dhXP{P}) й dh^dh^p^Q})) = dh^p^Q^) S dh^PiP})-
(xj => (xi). By Proposition 6(iiij. 
(xii) => (vii). ïf f:P-^M, M e ^, then P / K e r / e m ( ^ ) and so /7|р^(Р/Кег/) = 
= P /Ke r / = i7^öj(P/Ker/). 
(vij, (xij => (xiii). The first part of (xiii) follows immediately from (vi). Since p^Q^ S 
è P{P}, Hom^(P,X) = 0 implies Hom^(ß ,Z) = 0. Let H o m ^ ß , Z ) = 0 and 
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X = YJZ for some Ye m{iù). If p : У-^ Z is the canonical projection a n d / : P -^ X 
is an arbitrary homomorphism then there is ^ : P -^ 7 with pg = f, P being in this 
case projective. Thus Im f̂ ^ Р{Р}{^) = P{Q}0^) ^ ^ by (xi) and the hypothesis and 
so f{P} = pg(P) = 0. 
(xiii) =^ (vii). Let / : P -> M, M e ^ , be arbitrary. Then P / K e r / e m(^) so that the 
hypothesis and Proposition 4 give Z = P/Ker//]7(Q}(P/Ker/) e J^p^^j. But then 
X E ̂ p^p^ by the hypothesis and consequently X =• 0. 
Theorem 2. The following assertions are equivalent for a module Q: 
(i) Q is с a.-pseudoprojective; 
(ii) if 0 -^ К -> P -> g -^ 0 /5 any projective presentation of Q then К + 
+ C^^^j(Ker/:P) - Pforallf:P-^M,MEa; 
(iii) there is a projective presentation 0 - > K - > P - ^ Q - - > O o / Q such that К + 
+ C^^jKcrf :P) = Pforallf:P-^M,ME a^ 
(iv) if Ä ^ B, BE e{m{^^)) and Hom^^(ß, Б) = 0 then Hom^^(ß, Р/Л) = 0. 
If the module Q has a projective cover 0 - > K - > P - ^ Q - > 0 then the above 
conditions are equivalent to the following ones: 
{^)dhXp,Q,){P)=^P; 
(vi) dhXPiQ}) = dh^XPiP})'^ 
(v^O P{Q}{^) = P{p}{^) f^^ ^^^^y ^ ^ H^)'^ 
(viii) if X E m{^) is such that P{P}{X) = X then Нот;^(о, Z/Z) ф 0 for each 
Z^X; 
(ix) i / o Ф Ye e(m(^^)) is a homomorphic image of P then Hom^^(g, Y) Ф 0; 
(x) P{QIX) = PiP}{X) for every X e e{m{^)); 
(xi) for every X e e{m{^)) we have Hom|^(g, X) = 0 iff Hom;^(P, Z) = 0. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). By Proposition 5. 
(ii) => (iii). Obvious. 
(iii) => (i). By hypothesis and Lemma 1 we have ^p^Q^ ^ ^, where J* is the class 
of all modules N having a projective presentation 0->K->P-^N~^0 with К + 
+ C~ (Ker / : P) = P for each f : P -^ M, M E ^. Now it suffices to use Proposi­
tion 5. 
(i) <=> (iv). By Proposition 3. 
(ii) => (v). Obvious, 
(v) => (vi). We have P{p} S dh^PiQ}) ^У hypothesis. The obvious inequality P{Q} й 
S P{p} yiel^^ ^(0} = P{P)^ P{P} b^ing a radical. Now Proposition 6(iv) gives dh^PiP)) ^ 
S dh^dKiPiQ})) = df^ÀP{Q}) й dhXPiP})' 
(vij => (vii). By Proposition 6(iii). 
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(vii) => (viii). If X e /п(/г), P{P}{X) = X and Z Ç X then P[Q}{X) = X by hypothesis 
and so P^QIXJZ) - XjZ yields PiQ}{XJZ) Ф 0. Thus Hom^(Ô,X/Z) Ф 0. 
(viii) => (ix). Let У = X/Z, X e m(̂ /̂), and Ы g : P -^ Y be an epimorphism. There 
is a homomorphism f : P -^ X which composed with X -> X/Z gives g. Now 
PlPj(Im/) — I m / and so by hypothesis Homj^(ß, Im/ /Z n I m / ) ф 0. However, 
it is easy to see that X = Z + I m / and so Y ^ Im/ /Z n I m / 
(ix) =̂  (xj. Let X = y/Z, У Е m(Ä), be such that P{Q){Y) ф P{P}{Y). Then there is 
f : P -> Y with I m / ф l'(<2}(̂ ) and so, by (ix), there is 0 Ф ̂ f • б -^ l m / / l m / n 
np^Q^iY). But Im/ / Im/nß^Qj(y)^(ß^Q^(y) + Im/)/p^c/y)GJ^^^^^, which is 
a contradiction. 
(x) => (xi). Immediate since Homj^(v4, B) = 0 means P{A}(^) = 0-
(xi) => (v). If / : P -^ M, M E .a, is arbitrary then P/Ker / e m(^) and for 
p^Qj(P/Ker/) = X / K e r / we have P{Q}{PIX) = 0 = Hom^(ß, P/X). Thus 
Homj^(P, P/X) -:: 0 since P/X e e(w2(/̂ j) and consequently X = P. 
(vj => (iiij. Obvious. 
Definition 6. Let s be a preradical. A module Q is said to be (r, 5, i)-pseudo-
projective, i =• 1,2, 3, if for every diagram 
û . _ _ 1 . ^ Q / Кег f 
-> С 
where /2, p are epimorphisms, / = fn, r(Ker h) = 0, h ^ I m / ) ^^'''^ Б and p / Ф 0, 
there are homomorphisms к : Q -^ Q/Ker/ and g : Q -^ В such that phg ф 0 and 
% = fk. 
Lemma 2. Let s be a preradical. A module Q is (r, s, i)-pseudoprojective iff it is 
(r, ^-i^ypseudoprojective where ^i = {M | M^^*''^ M}, i = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. Necessity easily follows from the definitions and the simple fact that 
В с^^''"^Б implies /t~^(lm/) с(^'^>Б. 






















in the natural way. Now h~\lmf) ^^"''>Б yields h~^{lmf) ^^'''4~\lmf) and 
hence by hypothesis there are homomorphisms к : Q -^ ô/Kei / and g : Q -> 
-^ h~^{lmf) with phg ф 0 and fk = hg, from which the assertion easily follows. 
Proposition 12. Let s be a preradical and Q a module. Then 
(i) Ô is (^' s^ l)-pseudoprojective iff it is (r, ch(s), lypseudoprojective; 
(ii) Q is (r, s, lypseudoprojective iff it is (r, 5, lypseudoprojective. 
Proof. It is easy to see that M c^^'D M iff M e J ^ ^ ^ and M ç^"'^^ M iïï Ме^, 
iff M ç^^'^^ M. Now it suffices to use Lemma 2. 
Preposition 13. / / s is a cohereditary radical then a module Q is (r, 5, lypseudo-
projective iff QIS{Q) is so. 
Proo f is a simple consequence of Lemma 2. 
Theorem 3. If s is a preradical then the following assertions are equivalent for 
a module Q: 
(i) Q is (r, s, lypseudoprojective; 
(ii) (/ 0 -> X -> P -> g -^ 0 is any r-projective presentation of Q with r{K) = 0 
then К + {s< p^Q^) (P) = P; 
(iii) there is an r-projective presentation 0 - > X - > P - > Q ~ > O o / Q with r(K) = 0 
such that К -\- (s < p^Q^) (P) = P; 
(ivj P|Qj /5 (r, ^^)-dcohereditary; 
(v) for every epimorphisms h : В -^ A, p : A ~> С with В e ^^ and r(Ker h) — 0 
and for every homomorphism f : Q -^ A with p / Ф 0 there is a homomorphism 
g : Q -^ В such that phg Ф 0. 
If r = zer then the above conditions are equivalent to: 
(vi) for every exact sequence О - ^ Л - ^ j B - ^ C - ^ O with Be^^ and A, С e ^ ^^ 
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we have В e ^p^^^ and for Л я B, В e e(#"^), with Hom^ (̂Q, B) = 0 we have 
Honi^,(Q, BjA) = 0. 
/ / the module Q has an r-projective cover 0 -^ К -^ P -^ Q - > 0 then the con­
ditions (i) —(v) are equivalent to the following ones: 
(vi i ) (s<p,ö))(P) = P; 
(viii) PIS{P) is a homomorphic image of some direct copower of Q; 
( ix ) 5 < P{Q} = s <] p^pj; 
(^) P{Q}{^) = P{P}{^) for each X e J^,; 
(xi) for every X e ^^ with P{P}{X) = X we have P{Q}{X) = X. 
If, moreover, r = zer then the above conditions are equivalent to: 
(xii) for every exact sequence O-^A-^B-^C-^O with В e #", and A, С e -^p^Q^ 
we have В e ^ p^^^ and for each X G e(#',), Hom^ß, X) = 0 iffWom^{P, X) = 
= 0. 
P r o o f follows immediately from Theorem 1 and from the simple fact that 
dh^^[t) = s <] t for every preradicals s, t. 
Theorem 4. / / s is a preradical then the following assertions are equivalent for 
a module Q: 
(i) Q is с ^^-pseudoprojective; 
(ii) ifO-^K-^P-^Q-^0 is any projective presentation of Q then К + 
(iii) there is a projective presentation 0 - > K - - > P - > ô - > O o / Q such that К + 
(ivj if A^ B,Be e{^,) and Hom^ß, ß) = 0 then Hom^(ß, BJA) = 0. 
/ / the module ß has a projective cover 0-^K-^P->Q-^0 then the above 
conditions are equivalent to the following ones: 
(vi) s о P{Q^ = s < p^pj; 
(vii) P{Q^{X) = PiP}{X) for every X e J^,; 
(viii) / / 0 Ф Ye e[^^ is a homomorphic image of P then Hom;j(ß, Y) Ф 0; 
(ix) if X E^, is such that P{P){X) = X then HomR(ß, XJZ) Ф 0 for each Z Ç Z ; 
(x) for every X e e{^,) we have Hom^^(ß, X) = О iff Hom^(P, X) = 0. 
Proof follows easily from Theorem 2. 
Proposition 14, / / s is a preradical then a (zer, s, 2)-pseu do projective module Q 
is с ^^-pseudoprojective. The converse holds provided that one of the following 
conditions is satisfied: 
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(1) there is a projective presentation 0-^K-^P->Q-^OofQ such that PiQji^lKP)) 
is a direct summand of PJs{Py, 
(2) s <3 piQj /5 costable. 
Proof. In view of 5 <] p^g^ ^ 5 <] p^g^ it suffices to use Theorem 3(iii) and Theorem 
4(iii). 
In order to prove the converse let us suppose that the projective presentation 
of Q from (1) fulfils К + (s < p^Q^) (P) Ф P. Note that if (2) holds then any pro­
jective presentation of Q has the property from (l). Denoting X = [s < P{Q}) (P) we 
have Pls{P)== Xls{P)®Y, Y ^ PJX and since s{P) я X, Yee{f^. Further, 
Hom«(6, P\{K + X)) Ф 0 and Theorem 4(iv) yields Hom^,(6, ^) Ф 0. If f : 7-> 
-> P\s(P) and p : P\^{P) ~^ ^ are the canonical embedding and projection, respec­
tively, then for 0 Ф / : e -> У we have 0 Ф // : ß -> P\s{P) and p{if) = / Ф 0. On 
the other hand, p^Q^{P\s{P)) = X\s{P) means that for each g : Q -^ PJsÇP) we have 
Im g ^ Xls[P) and so pg = 0. This contradiction shov/s that К -h (s < p^q^^ (P) = P 
and Theorem 3(iii) can be apphed. 
Proposition 15. Every direct sum of (r, /b)-pseudoprojective modules is (V, a)-
pseudoprojective. 
Proof. If P{Q.}, iel, are (r,m(fl'.))-dcohereditary then Р^^^ф^^^ = J] P{Q,} is 
(r, m(//))-dcohereditary by Proposition 1. '̂ ^ '̂ ^ 
Proposition 16. / / A, В are modules with P{A}{P) = P then A @ В is (r, ^/)-
pseudoprojective iff A is so. 
Proof. From PiA}{P) = ^ we get р^щ S P{A} and hence p.^^^} - p^^^ + р^щ = 
= Puv 
Proposition 17. If every cocyclic factor-module of Q is /ъ-pseudoprojective then Q 
is so. 
Proof. Let h : В -^ A, p : A -^ С Ы epimorphisms with В e m{^a) and l e t / : ß -> 
-> A be an arbitrary homomorphism with pf ф 0. Obviously, there is к : С -^ D 
with D cocyclic ano kpf ф 0 and we can treat the following diagram 
• I 
^ / \б 
«/' ' Q/Kerkpf 
' If 
ß " ^ - - ^ A -^A/Ker kp-^C/Kerk — ^ D 
where a, n are natural projections and / , p, к are naturally induced by / , p, k, respec­
tively. Now ô/Ker kpf = Im kpf ç D is cocyclic and so by hypothesis and Theorem 
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l(v) there is g : ß/Ker kpf -> В with kpnhg Ф 0. Setting g == да \NQ have phg Ф 0 
since kphg = kpnhga Ф 0 and it suffices to use Theorem l(v). 
Proposition 18. A simple module S is (r, ^j-pseudoprojective iff it is (r, ^r.)-
projective. 
Proof. Only necessity requires verification. Let h : В -^ A, В e a, r(Ker h) = 0 
be an epimorphism, p = 1A and let 0 Ф / : S -^ Л be arbitrary. By Theorem l(iv) 
there are к : S -^ S and g : S -> В v^ith fk = hg Ф 0. So к is obviously an iso­
morphism and hgk~^ = f. 
Proposition 19. If^ is closed under direct products and Q is an ^^-pseudoprojective 
cofaithful module such that (p"" < Y) [Q) = Q then dh^PiQ}) = P"" < P{Q} =^ p"" < Y. 
Proof. From (p" < Y){Q) = ß it follows that p^Q} g jp" <i F and [8; I.4.E6] 
gives p" <] p^Q^ up"" < (p" <Y)=- (p" <] p") <a F = p" <i F, p" being a radical. To 
complete the proof it remains to show that Y{X) Я P{Q}{X) for each X e m{a), since 
then by Proposition 9 (and Definition 3) we have f <̂  F = dh^^(Y) g dh,^{p,Q^) = 
= P " <^ P{Q}' 
Let Z e m{a) be arbitrary and assume that foi N = X/P(Q}(Z) we have Y{N) Ф 0. 
Since Y{N) = 0{K ^ N\ NJK cocyclic and small in E{NIK)} md 0{L^N\ N / L 
cocyclic] = 0, there is a cocyclic factor-module С of N which is not small in E{C). 
Thus E(C) contains a proper submodule D with С + D = E{C). Now ß is /г-
pseudoprojective, A/̂  e e(m{a^)) and so P{Q}{CIC n D ) = 0 by Theorem l(vi) and 
Proposition 3. On the other hand, P{Q}{E{C)) = E{C), Q being cofaithful, and so 
CiC n D ^ E{C)ID e ^p^^y This contradiction shows that Y{X]p{Q^{X)) = 0 and 
consequently Y{X) £ P{Q^{X). 
Corollary 2. / / s is a preradical and Q is a (zer, s, 2)-pseudoprojective cofaithful 
module such that (s < Y) (Q) = ß then s < p^Q^ = s < Y. 
Proof. The class ^^ is closed under direct products and dh^j^t) = s < t for every 
preradicals 5, t. 
Proposition 20. / / R is a left perfect ring, ^. a class of modules closed under 
homomorphic images and direct products and Q is a cofaithful module then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
( i j i^" < P{Q} = /?" <J F ; 
(iiij ß /5 ^^-pseudoprojective and [p"" < Y) (ß j = ß . 
Proof, (i) => (ii). Obvious, 
(ii) => (iii). The radical p"" is cohereditary since -a. is cohereditary. Further, R is left 
perfect so that by [8; LlO.El] the radical F i s cohereditary and so p"" <Yis cohere-
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ditary by [8; Proposition 1.4.8]. Consequently, i f O - ^ K - s ^ P ^ Q - ^ O i s a projec-
tive cover of ß then Q e ^р^^р,^, yields {p^ < Y) (ß) = ß by hypothesis and so 
(p" <] Y) (P) = P. Now if / : P -^ M, Af e ^, is arbitrary then (ü), Proposition 9 
and Proposition 6(iii) yield P /Ker / = (p- < F) (P/Ker / j = (p- <, p^^ )̂ (P/Ker / ) =--
= dfhXP{Q}){Pl^^^f) = P{Q}{Pl^^^f) and it suffices to use Theorem l(vii). 
(iiij => (i). By Proposition 19. 
Corollary 3. If R is left perfect and s is a cohereditary radical then the following 
conditions are equivalent for a cofaithful module ß : 
( i ) s <] p^Q^ = 5 < F ; 
(\\\ ûT __ ^ . 
(iii) ß /s (zer, s, 7)-pseudopro')ective and {s < Y) (ß) = ß . 
Definition 7. A module ß is said to be strongly (r, ^ypseudoprojective if there is 
an r-projective presentation 0 - > X - > P - ^ ß - ) - 0 of ß with r(K) = 0 such that 
d^ÀP{Q)) = dh^PiP})' 
Proposition 21. The class of all strongly (r, ^.)-pseudoprojective modules is closed 
under arbitrary direct sums. 
Proof. Let ßj , iel, be strongly (r, /^)-pseudoprojective modules. Then there is 
an r-projective presentation 0 -^ K^ -> P,- -> ß^ -> 0 of ß^ with r(K^) = 0 such that 
dh^p^Q.}) = rf/i^(p{p.}) for each i el. Then for every X e m{-a) we have P(Q,.}(^) = 
= dhXp^Q.^{X) = dh^{p{p.}){X) = P{P,}{X) by Proposition 6(iii). Denoting ß = 
= Z®Ô/' P = Z®^/' ^ = Z®^p 0 -i- к -^ P -> ß -> 0 is an r-projective présenta-
16/ iel iel 
tion of ß with r{K) = 0. Now for each X e m{^) we have P{Q}{X) = ^ P{Qi}{X) = 
ie l 
= ^ p^p.^{X) = P|p|(X), which easily yields the equality dh^{p{Q^) — dh^[p^p^). 
iel 
Proposition 22. Every strongly (r, /z)-pseudoprojective module Q is (r, a)-pseudo' 
projective. The converse holds provided Q has an r-projective cover 0 -^ К -^ P -^ 
-^ ß - > 0 . 
Proof. For every f:P-^M, M e ^ , we have К + Ср^д^(Кег/ : P) з К + 
+ dh^{p{Q}) (p) = X + rf/ï^(p{P}) (p) = P and it suffices to use Theorem l(iii), 
while the converse follows from Theorem l(x). 
Definition 8. A module ß is said to be an ^-generator if dhJ^p^Q^) = id. If 5 is 
a preradical then ß is called an s-generator if it is an #'^,-generator. 
Proposition 23. The following assertions are equivalent for a module Q: 
(i) ß /5 an a-generator; 
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(ii) Q is strongly -a-pseudoprojective and every simple module from е(т(/г^)) is 
a homomorphic image of Q; 
(iii) Q is -a-pseudoprojective and every simple module from e{m{/z)) is a homo­
morphic image of Q. 
Moreover, if Q has a projective cover 0 - > K - > P - > g - ^ 0 then the above con­
ditions are equivalent to: 
(iv) Q is -a-pseudoprojective and P is an ^-generator. 
Proof, (i) => (ii). I f O - ^ X - > P - > ß - > 0 is any projective presentation of Q 
then (i) and the inequality p^Q} й P{p} give dhj^p^p^ = ^^ÀP{Q}) = ^ -̂ Let S = 
= YJX, Ye m{a), be a simple module. Then Y = dh^{p{Q}) (7) = P{Q}{Y) by Propo-
sition 6(iii). Consequently, there is a homomorphism / : Q -^ 7 with I m / ф X and 
so the composed map ^ : g -^ 7-> S' is an epimorphism, S being simple, 
(ii) => (iii). Obvious. 
(iiij => (i). It is easy to see that Q is an ^-generator iff each module from m{^) is 
P(Q|-torsion. So, assume that P{Q}{X) Ф X for some X e m{^). Then there is a sub-
module P{Q}{X) ^ Y ^ X such that Z / 7 is cocyclic with a simple submodule S. 
By Theorem l(vi) the factor-module XJY, and consequently S, are p^^j-torsionfree 
which contradicts the hypothesis since obviously S e e{m{^)). 
(ij => (iv). It has been shown in part (i) => (ii). 
(iv) => (i). By hypothesis and Theorem l(x) we have dh^{p{Q}) = dh^^{p^p}) = id. 
Corollary 4. / / 5 is a preradical then the following assertions are equivalent for 
a module Q: 
(i) Q is an s-generator; 
(ii) Q is strongly ^^-pseudoprojective and every simple module from e(#',) is 
a homomorphic image of Q; 
(iii) Q is (zer, 5, 2)-pseudoprojective and every simple module from e{^^ is a homo­
morphic image of Q. 
Moreover, if Q has a projective cover 0 -^ К ~> P ^ ß - ^ O then the above 
conditions are equivalent to: 
(iv) Q is (zer, s, i)-pseudoprojective and P is an s-generator. 
Proposition 24. Let Q = ^® S, where ^ is the representative set of simple modules. 
SeSf 
Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is /ъ-pseudoprojective', 
(ii) Soc is m(^)-dcohereditary; 
(iii) Q is an /^-generator; 
(iv) every module is ^-projective; 
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(v) every simple module is ^-projective; 
(vi) Q is /z^'projective. 
Moreover, if m{^) is closed under injective hulls then these conditions are equi­
valent to: 
(vii) every X e m(^) is injective. 
Proof, (i) <=>(ii). Obvious since Soc = P{Qy 
(ij => (iii). By Proposition 23. 
(iii) => (iv). Q is an -«^-generator means that each module from m{^) is /7|2}-torsion, 
i.e. completely reducible. Thus each exact seqeunce O-^A-^B-^C-^O with 
В E /7 splits and (iv) immediately follows, 
(iv) => (v), (v) => (vi), (vi) => (i). Obvious. 
(iii) => (vii). If Z G m(^) then E(X) e m{^) is completely reducible by (iii) and so 
E[X) = Soc(£(Z)) = SocZ = X. 
(vii) => (iii). If X 6 m(^) then every submodule У of X is a direct summand of X, У 
being injective. Hence X is completely reducible. 
Corollary 5. Let Q = X!®*̂ ' where 9^ is the representative set of simple modules. 
Sey 
If S is a preradical then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) Q is (zer, s, 2)-pseudoprojective; 
(ii) Soc 15 ^^'dcohereditary; 
(iii) Q is an s-generator; 
(iv) ei'ery module is ^^-projective; 
(v) every simple module is ^^-projective; 
(vi) Q is ^^-projective. 
Moreover, if s is hereditary then these conditions are equivalent to: 
(vii) every s-torsionfree module is injective. 
4. PSEUDOPROJECTIVITY AND MORITA EQUIVALENCE 
Let F : i^-mod -> S-mod, G : S-mod -> jR-mod be the functors which represent 
the Morita equivalence of the rings R, S, and let / : FG -> l^.^od' g - GF -^ iR-mod 
be the corresponding natural isomorphisms. If г is a preradical for K-mod and 
N e S-mod then we define sr(A^) = f^{F(r(G{N)))). The well-known properties of 
Morita equivalence immediately imply that 5Г is a preradical for S-mod. 
Proposition 25. Let R and S be Morita equivalent via F : R-mod -> S-mod, 
G : S-mod -> R-mod. Then an R-module Q is (r, ^?.)-pseudoprojective iff F(Q) is 
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(sr, F(47.))-pseudoprojective. In particular, F ( Ä ^ ) is (r, ̂ )-pseudoprojective iff E(sS) 
is (5Г, F(^^))-pseudoprojective. 
Corollary 6. Let R and S be Morita equivalent rings via F : R-moâ -> S-mod, 
G : S-mod -> .R-mod and let s be a preradical for R-mod. Then an R-module Q is 
(r, s, i)'pseudoprojective iff F(Q) is (^r, ^s, lypseudoprojective. In particular, 
E(JIR) is (r, s, lypseudoprojective (pseudoprojective) iff F Q S ) /5 (^r, 55, Tj-pseudo-
projective {pseudoprojective). 
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